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Reconstruction of a polyclonal ADCC antibody
repertoire from an HIV-1 non-transmitting mother

Zak A. Yaffe,1,2,3 Shilei Ding,4 Kevin Sung,5 Vrasha Chohan,1 Lorie Marchitto,4,6 Laura Doepker,1 Duncan Ralph,5

Ruth Nduati,7 Frederick A. Matsen IV,5,8 Andrés Finzi,4,6 and Julie Overbaugh1,5,9,*

SUMMARY

Human natural history and vaccine studies support a protective role of antibody
dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) activity against many infectious diseases.
One setting where this has consistently been observed is in HIV-1 vertical trans-
mission, where passively acquired ADCC activity in HIV-exposed infants has
correlated with reduced acquisition risk and reduced pathogenesis in HIV+ in-
fants. However, the characteristics of HIV-specific antibodies comprising a
maternal plasma ADCC response are not well understood. Here, we recon-
structed monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) frommemory B cells from late pregnancy
inmotherMG540, who did not transmit HIV to her infant despite several high-risk
factors. Twenty mAbs representing 14 clonal families were reconstructed, which
mediated ADCC and recognized multiple HIV Envelope epitopes. In experiments
using Fc-defective variants, only combinations of several mAbs accounted for the
majority of plasma ADCC ofMG540 and her infant. We present thesemAbs as ev-
idence of a polyclonal repertoire with potent HIV-directed ADCC activity.

INTRODUCTION

Antibodies (Abs) prevent infection and modulate the immune response to pathogens via several mecha-

nisms, preventing infection by neutralizing the virus and clearing infected cells through Fc-mediated

effector functions such as antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC). Accumulating evidence,

including numerous natural history studies and a vaccine clinical trial, implicates Abs that mediate

ADCC in both reduced HIV-1 transmission and pathogenesis.1 Passive antibody studies in animal models

using Abs where ADCC function was ablated have also suggested a role for Fc-mediated activity in pro-

tection.2,3 However, results in animal models are mixed, potentially because they are confounded by

less efficient signaling of human antibodies in these models.4 Thus, human studies remain central to under-

standing the role of ADCC responses in HIV infection.

In early studies, ADCC responses have been associated with reduced viremia and slowed disease progres-

sion in individuals living with HIV.5 Similarly, elite controllers have been reported to have broader and

higher magnitude ADCC than HIV progressors.6 Numerous correlative studies of the relationship between

ADCC activity and disease outcome in chronic HIV infection have also suggested a beneficial role of ADCC

Abs in reduced HIV pathogenesis.6–14 Recent studies from a multitude of transmission settings continue to

support these early reports.15–20 A role for ADCC in an HIV vaccine setting remains controversial, perhaps in

part because there is little or no efficacy associated with vaccine candidates tested to date. However, there

was an association between a combination of low plasma IgA and high plasma ADCC with protection from

HIV infection in the RV144 vaccine trial, which had an estimated efficacy of 31%.21,22 However, because a

follow-up vaccine trial using a similar regimen in a distinct population, HVTN 702, did not demonstrate

any efficacy, the role of ADCC in vaccine-mediated protection remains unclear.23

The one setting where there are consistent findings of a role for ADCC responses is in protection from ver-

tical transmission of HIV. Vertical transmission is a unique setting through which the impact of circulating

HIV-specific Abs on HIV acquisition and pathogenesis can be directly studied.24 Infants receive maternal

HIV-specific Abs from their mothers during the third trimester of pregnancy via placental antibody transfer,

and these Abs remain present in plasma for several months after birth.8,25,26 Within the setting of HIV ver-

tical transmission, our group has shown in two different cohorts that ADCC mediated by passively trans-

ferred antibodies in infant plasma is correlated with improved survival of infants that acquire HIV.8,15
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Moreover, passively acquired ADCC activity correlated with decreased HIV acquisition risk in a combined

cohort analysis.15 More recently, Thomas et al. showed in a distinct cohort that HIV-exposed, uninfected

infants had higher passively acquired autologous ADCC-mediating Abs than infants who acquired HIV dur-

ing follow-up.16,27 There was also a correlation between passively acquired ADCC-mediating Abs and

improved survival of infants that acquired HIV. Collectively, these studies demonstrated a correlation be-

tween passively acquired, Ab-mediated ADCC and improved clinical outcome in three different cohorts

using three distinct assays. In each of these studies, there was no evidence for a role of neutralizing anti-

bodies (nAbs) in protection from transmission or infant disease progression.8,16,28 In combination, these

studies support a clinical benefit of pre-existing ADCC activity within the context of vertical transmission.

Despite the lack of a comprehensive approach to study ADCC antibodies, several major targets of ADCC

mAbs have been identified in the various studies noted above. Although ADCCmAbs targeting nearly all ma-

jor Env epitopes have been described, the most common targets of gp120-specific ADCCmAbs include var-

iable loop 3 (V3) and CD4-inducible (CD4i) epitopes, which are only exposed on the Env trimer after CD4

engagement.29,30 Guan et al. further divided the CD4i epitopes into three major clusters (A, B, and C) based

on competition experiments using prototypic mAbs A32 or C11, E51-M9, and 17b or 19e, respectively.31 Since

then, additional CD4i mAbs have been described with epitopes that do not completely overlap with the pro-

totypic cluster mAbs.31 Within gp41, early studies identified two distinct regions that are targeted by ADCC-

capable, non-neutralizing Abs.32,33 Prior studies suggest that the majority of gp41-specific antibodies in HIV-

infected individuals bind to two regions, the C-C loop andC-heptad repeat, also referred to as clusters I and II,

respectively.33–36 Cluster I, a predominantly linear epitope, is targeted by prototypic mAbs 246-D and 50–69,

whereas cluster II is discontinuous and is recognized by prototypic mAbs 98-6 and 167-7.

Even with increasing evidence that ADCCmay play a protective role within the setting of vertical transmission,

the specific characteristics of the individual Ab lineages that contribute to plasma ADCC are not well studied.

In several instances, mAbs capable of mediating ADCC were identified incidentally using methods optimized

to identify nAbs.37,38 Other reports have focused on the cumulative plasmaADCC response and/or on the Abs

targeting a specific epitope.18,39–41 These efforts have been fruitful in identifying potent ADCC mAbs target-

ing distinct epitopes, but they fall short in failing to comprehensively evaluate plasmaADCC responses to both

HIV Envelope (Env) subunits.29 Although gp120-specific ADCC has most consistently been associated with

protection, ADCCdirected against the gp41 subunit correlated with protection or reduced viremia in multiple

animal studies.42,43 As such, few studies have taken a holistic approach to identify the lineages of mAbs that

comprise plasma ADCC responses and how these Abs interact to promote potent cell killing.

In this study, we sought to identify the mAbs that contributed to the passively acquired plasma ADCC

repertoire by sorting memory B cells circulating during late pregnancy, as the majority of placental Ab

transfer occurs during the third trimester, thereby serving as a proxy identifying for passively acquired

mAbs in an infant.25 We selected a mother, MG540, who was HIV seropositive at enrollment in the Nairobi

Breastfeeding Trial (NBT), had a high viral load and did not transmit HIV to her infant, BG540.44 We iden-

tified 20 ADCC-capablemAbs representing 14 clonal families and targeting both gp120 and gp41 epitopes

of Env. In competition ADCC experiments, combinations of mAbs recapitulated the majority of the plasma

ADCC responses of MG540 and the passively acquired plasma ADCC of her infant, BG540. Single epitope-

specific Abs that mediate ADCC did not individually contribute significantly to the overall plasma ADCC

response, whereas combinations of isolated Abs targeting distinct epitopes largely recapitulated the

plasma activity, which suggests that the MG540 plasma ADCC response is functionally polyclonal in nature.

RESULTS

Supernatant screening and mAb reconstruction

HIV-1 non-transmitting mother MG540 was selected from the Nairobi Breastfeeding Trial (NBT), which was

conducted before the availability of antiretroviral therapy for prevention of vertical transmission.44 We

selected individual MG540 as a case where transmission did not occur despite the presence of known fac-

tors that correlate with transmission, including high plasma viral load (>105 copies mL�1 in late pregnancy)

and high breastmilk viral levels (>104 copies mL�1 at delivery) during at least 10 months of breastfeed-

ing.24,45,46 In addition, MG540 had gp120-specific plasma ADCC in the top quartile for the NBT cohort

at pregnancy week 34 (P34).8 Her infant, BG540, born at gestational week 41, also had passively acquired

plasma ADCC in the top quartile at week of life 0 (W0) compared to other infants in the cohort, a feature that

is associated with reduced HIV acquisition risk and pathogenesis.15,16 Maternal monoclonal antibody
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(mAb) sequences present during late pregnancy, when the majority of placental antibody transfer occurs,

were reconstructed by sorting memory B cells from an MG540 PBMC sample collected at P34, �7 weeks

before the birth of BG540.25 This sample, stored since 1994, contained 10.8 x 106 live cells with 81% viability.

Based on fluorescent antibody staining, 3.9% of single cells were B cells (CD19+ CD3� CD14� CD16�), and
of these, 41.6% of cells were memory B cells (IgM� IgD�). For this study, we ultimately sorted 23,856 mem-

ory B cells into 11 x 384-well plates at a density of eight cells per well, which typically results in 1–2 viable

cells per well, and cultured for 11 days to promote IgG expression.

To select for memory B cells that expressed HIV-binding antibodies that also mediate ADCC, we devel-

oped a two-step protocol to screen first for antigen binding and then, within binding-positive wells, for

ADCC activity. For binding assays, we included gp120 (clade A BG505), gp41 (clade C ZA1197), and Env

trimer (BG505 T332N SOSIP) antigens to maximize detection of Env-specific antibodies. Screening well su-

pernatants for HIV-specific IgG via ELISA identified 257 (8.23% of total) wells with activity >2x above the

background. The highest activity subset (n = 192 wells) of these wells was subsequently screened for

gp120-and gp41-specific ADCC activity via a multiplexed version of the RFADCC assay, which correlates

well with clinical outcomes, and using the same antigens (Figure 1).6,8,15,47 Ninety-five of 192 wells

(49.5%) demonstrated RFADCC activity >2x above background. Of these, 70% mediated gp120-specific

ADCC, whereas 30% were active against gp41. We attempted mAb reconstruction for all 95 wells, yielding

20 pairs of heavy and light chain sequences (21% reconstruction success) and 17 unique mAbs representing

14 clonal families (Table 1). Identical heavy chain sequences were obtained for two distinct pairs of wells,

which hereafter will only be referred to by a single identifier. Heavy and light chain nucleotide somatic hy-

permutation (SHM) ranged from 6.9–19.3% and 3.0–14.6% and the complementarity determining region

three (CDR3) length ranged from 10 to 31 and 9–15 amino acids, respectively. All mAbs were initially tested

to confirm HIV specificity via ELISA: eight families were gp120-specific and six were gp41-specific. All the

gp120-specific families bound to both stabilized BG505 T332N (clade A) and CNE8 (CRF01) SOSIP trimers,

whereas only one of the six gp41-specific families weakly bound to both trimers (Figure S1).

ADCC activity of mAbs

Reconstructed mAbs were next tested for ADCC activity using the RFADCC assay to identify ADCC

capable antibodies for further characterization. We used this assay because RFADCC activity has been

shown to correlate with infant outcomes.8,15 We used the same antigens as in the supernatant screening:

BG505 gp120 and ZA1197 gp41. BG505 Env is a particularly relevant antigen because it is an early infection

isolate from an infant in the NBT cohort and it is closely related to MG540 env sequences from P34 (�88%

pairwise nucleotide and 94% amino acid identity). Clade C ZA1197 is a transmitter-founder strain that has

Figure 1. HIV-binding and ADCC activity of primary B cell culture supernatants

Comparison of ELISA and RFADCC activity for B cell culture supernatants with HIV-specific ELISA activity (>2x

background), where background-subtracted ELISA activity (x axis) is plotted against RFADCC activity normalized to

positive control mAbs C11 (gp120) or 167-7 (gp41; y axis). Symbols indicate whether each well had gp120- (squares) or

gp41-specific (triangles) RFADCC activity and whether a mAb was successfully cloned from the indicated well (closed

symbols). MAb reconstruction was only attempted for wells with RFADCC activity 2-fold above the respective gp120-or

gp41-specific background activities, which are distinct.
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Table 1. Characteristics of reconstructed MG540 mAbs

MG540 P34 Ab rearrangement characteristics

SOSIP ELISA

Epitope mapping RFADCCClade A CRF01

Family

ELISA

Target mAb ID

Heavy

chain

CDRH3

length

VH SHM

(%nt)

Light

chain

CDRL3

length

VL

SHM (%nt)

BG505.C2

T332N CNE8 PhIP-Seq ELISA

Peak

activity EC50

1 gp120 MG540.7a V1-69 D3-9 J3 26 12.7 KV1-9 J5 9 5 ++ ++ negative C11 140 2.4

2 MG540.16 V5-51D2-15 J4 18 13.8 LV3-1 J2 12 14 +++ ++ V3 NT 135 9.9

MG540.67 18 12.7 12 13.4 NT NT V3 V3 133 8.0

MG540.90a 18 14.3 12 14.6 +++ + V3 V3 141 6.2

3 MG540.17a V3-21D3-9 J4 23 7.8 KV1-5 J2 12 6.5 ++ – negative negative 130 6.7

4 MG540.48 V1-2 D3-10 J5 14 8.7 LV8-61 J3 12 7.6 ++ ++ negative A32 146 3.7

5 MG540.50a V1-69 D3-10 J5 18 10.3 KV3-20 J4 11 5.5 ++ +++ negative A32 145 2.8

6 MG540.51 V1-69 D3-16 J4 28 14.9 KV3-20 J3 11 4.6 ++ ++ negative C11 133 3.8

7 MG540.82a V1-69 D6-13 J4 10 13.6 KV3-11 J5 12 6.2 +++ +++ negative 17b 38.7 59

8 MG540.84 V5-51D3-16 J4 19 9.9 LV1-51 J2 15 8.6 +++ ++ V3 V3 130 11

9 gp41 MG540.32 V1-3 D2-15 J3 21 18.3 KV3-15 J2 11 10.9 + – IDE NT 141 33

MG540.86a 21 19.3 11 5.9 + + IDE IDE 138 23

10 MG540.37a V1-2 D2-21 J6 20 8.8 KV4-1 K2 11 10 – – negative Cluster II 134 47

11 MG540.56a V4-39 D1-26 J4 15 14.3 LV2-14 J3 11 8.3 – – negative Cluster II 136 37

12 MG540.61 V1-69 D4-17 J6 25 6.9 KV2-28 J3 11 3 – – negative Cluster II 158 56

13 MG540.63a V3-64 D5-12 J6 22 13.9 KV2-29 J4 11 7.7 – – IDE IDE 122 19

14 MG540.88 V3-30 D3-3 J6 31 14.8 LV1-40 J3 13 11.7 – – negative Cluster II 141 42

Distinct, isolated MG540 P34 mAbs (rows) and their characteristics (columns) are reported. Clonally related mAbs are grouped into families. Antibodies are grouped by target, gp120 or gp41, as confirmed by

ELISA (BG505 gp120 and ZA1197 gp41). Results of qualitative studies are also reported: ELISA activity against BG505 T332N and CNE8 SOSIP trimers, epitope mapping by PhIP-seq and ELISA, and RFADCC

activity. RFADCC peak activity (% normalized to HIVIG) and EC50 (ng/mL) are averaged between two replicate experiments. See Figure S1 for representative SOSIP ELISA data and Table S1 for neutralization

data.

NT, not tested; V3, variable loop 3; IDE, immunodominant epitope; +++, saturating ELISA activity at all/most concentrations; ++, activity above background for all concentrations; +, activity above background

for some concentrations; -, no activity above background.
aIndicate mAbs selected for GRLR variant generation.
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been used previously to measure ADCC.48,49 Compared to gp120, gp41 is more well-conserved, especially

within regions targeted by ADCC antibodies.33 To determine the potency of each mAb, we tested serial

dilutions of each antibody and quantified the effective concentration for 50% maximal killing (EC50) as

well as peak (maximum) killing. Most of the gp120-specific mAbs potently mediated ADCC against

BG505 gp120 coated target cells, with activity comparable to cluster A mAbs C11 and A32, which are pro-

totype cluster A mAbs that targeted CD4i sites (Figure 2A).50,51 With the exception of less potent mAb

MG540.82 (EC50 = 59 ng mL�1), the EC50 of the gp120-specific mAbs ranged from 2.4–11 ng mL�1, with

several mAbs more potent than C11 (6.1 ng mL�1) but not A32 (1.7 ng mL�1). All gp120 mAbs exhibited

similar maximum ADCC activity, again with the exception of mAb MG540.82, which mediated markedly

lower ADCC (>3-fold) compared to the other mAbs. Similarly, the gp41-specific mAbs strongly mediated

ADCC against ZA1197 gp41-coated cells (Figure 2B), with similar potency to the cluster I mAb QA255.067

and the cluster II mAb 167-7.33,48,49 The gp41-specificmAbs had EC50 values ranging from 19 to 98 ngmL�1,

in line with those of QA255.067 (18 ngmL�1) and 167-7 (68 ngmL�1). The gp41-specificmAbs alsomediated

similar maximum ADCC to each other, apart from MG540.66, which is clonally related to more potent

MG540.32 and 0.86 (family 9). The ADCC EC50 and peak activities of all mAbs are summarized in Table 1.

Although the RFADCC assay is a valuable measure of antibody effector function because of its correlation

with clinical outcomes, there is not agreement in the field on whether it specifically detects ADCC or a com-

bination of effector functions.47,52 More importantly, the use of gp120-or gp41-coated cells as targets in the

RFADCC assays presents epitopes that are less accessible within the setting of HIV infection, largely

because of CD4 downregulation by Nef and Vpu, as well as decreased surface Env expression.1 To examine

the potential of MG540 mAbs to mediate ADCC of infected cells, we tested whether the mAbs could

mediate ADCC against HIV-infected primary CD4+T cells (Figure 3). We compared the binding (Figure 3A)

and ADCC (Figure 3B) mediated against cells infected with a wildtype or nef- vpu- CH58 (clade B) infectious

Figure 2. RFADCC activity and potency of reconstructed MG540 mAbs

(A and B) Relative RFADCC activities of gp120-specific (A) and gp41-specific (B) mAbs per mAb concentration (ng/mL).

Background-subtracted RFADCC activity of each mAb was normalized to that of positive control HIVIG. Normalization

described in STAR Methods. Data are representative of two independent experiments. Gp120-specific positive control

ADCC mAbs were C11 and A32 and gp41-specific positive controls were QA255.067 and 167-7. Background-subtracted

activity of HIVIG in replicates ranged from 31 to 43% for gp120 and 21–28% for gp41.
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molecular clone commonly used in this assay.53,54 Nearly all mAbs showed high levels of binding and ADCC

against nef- vpu- CH58-infected cells, comparable to positive controls A32 and/or 17b, except for 0.82. A

few showed (MG540.50, 0.51) even higher levels, comparable to a positive control that recognizes the CD4

binding site within the closed state of Env, 3BNC117 (Figures 3A and 3B, orange bars).55 By contrast, most

mAbs showed markedly reduced binding to WT CH58-infected cells, in agreement with expected reduced

epitope accessibility. Because several MG540 mAbs, 0.16, 0.50, 0.67, 0.84, 0.86, and 0.90, showed ADCC

levels above the negative control 3BNC117 GRLR mAb, despite binding levels near background

(Figures 3A and 3B, green bars), we tested this subset of mAbs for binding and ADCC against cells infected

with BG505 T332N, the strain used in the RFADCC assay and more closely related to MG540 env

sequences. These mAbs displayed binding levels (MFI: 416–466) �3-fold above the no Ab control

(MFI: 148), albeit at �5-fold lower levels than 3BNC117 (MFI: 2208; Figure 3C). Similarly, there was measur-

able ADCC against BG505-infected cells, with activity ranging from 6 to 13%, compared to 3BNC117, which

showed�15% ADCC (Figure 3D). This was consistently above the levels of the negative control (�1%), sug-

gesting that this subset of antibodies mediates low levels of ADCC against BG505-infected cells.

Some mAbs mediated negative levels of ADCC in this assay, likely owing to killing of cells binding shed

gp120.1

Defining MG540 mAb epitopes

We mapped the epitope of each reconstructed mAb using a combination of phage display immunopre-

cipitation sequencing (PhIP-Seq) and competition ELISAs to identify both linear and conformational mAb

epitopes. For PhIP-Seq, we used an HIV-specific phage display library expressing 38-mer Env peptides

from six HIV strains. In some cases, Abs recognized well known linear epitopes in V3 region of gp120,

centered on the GPxQ/R motif (mAbs MG540.16, 0.67, 0.84, 0.90), or the C-C loop (immunodominant

epitope or IDE) of gp41 (mAbs MG540.32, 0.63, 0.66, 0.86; Figure 4A). Importantly, MG540 P34 and

BG540 W0 plasma samples did not strongly enrich for responses for linear epitopes outside V3 or the

IDE, suggesting that V3 and IDE-specific mAbs make up the majority of the linear epitope-directed

plasma repertoire.

Figure 3. Several MG540 mAbs bind and mediate ADCC against primary isolate infected CD4+T cells

(A–D) Surface antibody binding (A,C) and ADCC (B,D) of indicated mAbs was evaluated in CH58- (A,B) or BG505 T332N-

infected (C,D) CD4+ T cells. Binding and ADCC were assessed in mock, WT, and nef- vpu- virus-infected cells depending on

the assay and infecting variant, as indicated. Positive control mAbs included were A32, 17b, and 3BNC117. Negative controls

include no antibody and a GRLR variant of 3BNC117. Mean and standard deviation are shown. Numbers of replicate

experiments performed are indicated, except for MG540.50 which was tested in two replicate experiments in (C-D).
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Many of the mAbs directed to linear epitopes bound to peptides from multiple HIV strains (Figure S2).

Among the V3-specific mAbs, MG540.84 bound to all strains tested except clade D QA013. Clonal family

2 (mAbs MG540.16, 0.67, 0.90) did not bind peptides from strains BF520 (clade A) and QA013. The strains

differ in the residues upstream of the core binding motif: SIR/HI for B41, BG505, BL035, and ZA1197, GEHM

for QA013, and SVHL for BF520, which may explain the observed differences in binding. These strain-spe-

cific results have similarly been reported for other V3 mAbs.56 MG540 and BG540 plasma also did not

demonstrate detectable enrichment for V3 peptides from the QA013 strain, supporting strain-specificity

of mAbs directed against this site.

Among the IDE-specific mAbs, MG540.63 and 0.86 displayed responses to peptides from all strains. By

contrast, mAbs MG540.32 and 0.66, which are clonal to MG540.86, exhibited reduced responses to the

clade A/D BL035 and QA013 IDE, with no binding by mAb MG540.32. Similarly, mAb MG540.32 bound

to fewer epitopes overall within the IDE, which might suggest that it has a narrower epitope than the other

IDE mAbs. At the center of the C-C loop, the BL035 and QA013 strains contain a negatively charged histi-

dine at site 602 (HXB2 numbering), whereas all other strains utilize polar leucine or isoleucine residue. These

data are in agreement with a study reporting that mutations at this site reduce mAb binding responses in

PhIP-Seq.56

Because the remaining mAbs bound to gp120 or gp41 monomers but did not target linear epitopes rep-

resented by 38-mer peptides, we tested them for recognition of conformational epitopes targeted by

previously described HIV-specific ADCC antibodies. As many potent ADCC mAbs target CD4-inducible

(CD4i) regions of gp120, we focused on biotinylated variants of CD4i mAbs in competition ELISAs (Fig-

ure 4B). Competition was observed between five MG540 mAbs and CD4i mAbs: mAbs MG540.7 and 0.51

Figure 4. Epitope mapping of MG540 mAbs

(A–C) Heatmap (A) showing the degree of enrichment of each peptide in red, with darker shades indicating higher

enrichment (binding), as indicated by the scale on the right. Peptides are ordered by start position of the N-terminal

amino acid, beginning at HXB2 amino acid 31 and spanning amino acid 704. MG540 mAbs are stratified by gp120 or gp41

specificity. Plasma samples are shown at the bottom. Dotted vertical lines indicate known linear Env epitopes, with the

epitope indicated above. The Heatmaps (B,C) displaying the degree of competitive inhibition of biotinylated mAb ELISA

activity using BG505 gp120- (B) or ZA1197 gp41-coated plates (C) are shown for a subset of mAbs. Competitor antibodies

indicated in rows and biotinylated antibodies are listed as columns. Data are representative of two replicate experiments.

Inhibition calculation is described in STAR Methods. See Figures S2 and S3 for additional epitope information and

binding enhancement data.
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competed with C11, mAbs MG540.48 and 0.50 competed with A32, and MG540.82 competed with 17b.

As expected based on the PhIP-Seq data, the V3-specific mAbs (MG540.67, 0.84, 0.90) competed with

each other. Only one of the gp120-specific mAbs, MG540.17, did not exhibit clear competition with

the biotinylated mAbs.

In the course of competition experiments, we noted that A32 and A32-like mAbs MG540.48 and 0.50

enhanced 17b ELISA activity, indicating that these mAbs may improve 17b epitope accessibility, similar

to how stabilizing mutations or CD4-mimetics have been shown to enhance 17b affinity for Env expressed

on HIV-infected cells.39,57,58 Although previous studies suggest enhancement of A32 binding to gp120

monomer by 17b, we did not observe enhanced binding mediated by 17b in initial competition experi-

ments.59 By contrast, there was a modest increase in A32 binding to gp120 monomer coated wells by

C11 and C11-like mAb MG540.51. When a lower concentration of biotinylated-A32 was used for competi-

tion, there was improved binding of A32 by these mAbs (Figure S3).

As PhIP-Seq identified the cluster I-specific mAbs (MG540.32, 0.63, 0.66, 0.86), we used mAbs specific for

discontinuous cluster II, QA255.006 and 167-7, as competitors in a gp41 competition ELISA to determine

if the remaining mAbs were directed against this region.33,48 Indeed, all four of the remaining mAbs,

MG540.37, 0.56, 0.61, and 0.88, exhibited moderate competition of QA255.006 and/or 167-7 binding,

indicating that they likely target cluster II (Figure 4C). As these results would suggest that the mAbs

compete with each other, we also performed competition experiments using biotinylated mAb

MG540.37. There was clear competition by mAbs MG540.37, 0.56, 0.61, 0.88, 167-7, and QA255.006

with MG540.37, which supported the cluster II specificity of these mAbs. Of note, mAb MG540.88 inter-

estingly also competed with QA255.067, an IDE-specific mAb. MG540.37 was the only non-IDE mAb that

did not compete with QA255.006, which suggests it may have a lower affinity or non-overlapping epitope

within cluster II.

Altogether, mapping experiments identified the epitopes targeted by all of the isolated MG540 mAbs

except for MG540.17. In total, the 14 clonal families recognized six non-overlapping Env regions, across

both gp120 and gp41.

Neutralization activity of mAbs

Because ADCC-capable Abs that bind HIV Env can be neutralizing, we tested the ability of all mAbs to

neutralize a small panel of cross-clade, heterologous viruses, many of which were only weakly neutralized

by MG540 P34 plasma (Table S1). Most reconstructed mAbs were non-neutralizing. The two V3-specific

families, 2 and 8, strongly neutralized the two tier 1 viruses tested, SF162 (clade B) and Q461.D1 (clade

A), with IC50 values ranging from <0.625 to 5.4mg mL�1 but did not neutralize the tier 2 viruses tested.

Contribution of mAbs to overall plasma ADCC

We performed competition experiments with the isolated MG540 mAbs to determine how they contribute

to overall plasma ADCC. For this, we selected one mAb representing each epitope to distinguish between

the epitopes targeted (*indicated in Table 1) and generated GRLR variants, which introduces mutations

that prevent binding to FcgRs and thus disrupt ADCC activity.60 For clonal families or mAbs targeting

the same epitope, we selected the most potent mAb to reduce redundancy in evaluating the impact of

each epitope on plasma ADCC, resulting in five distinct mAbs for gp120 and four for gp41.

We first validated the ability of serial dilutions of the GRLR variants to inhibit ADCC by its wildtype coun-

terpart and used these results to define a concentration that resulted in at least 85% reduction in wildtype

mAbADCC for downstream studies (Figure S4). We next evaluated ‘‘cross-competition’’ between theGRLR

variants and wildtype antibodies targeting distinct epitopes (Figure 5). As expected, the GRLR variants

again potently reduced wildtype mAb ADCC (4–25% of mock activity), with little competition between

most gp120 mAbs targeting distinct epitopes (which we define here as >75% of mock activity; maximum

mock standard deviation = 4.5%). The exception is the GRLR variant of mAbMG540.50, which also strongly

competed with mAb 0.17, although 0.17 GRLR did not compete with mAb 0.50 (Figure 5A). These results

suggest there may be partial overlap between the epitope of mAbs MG540.17 and 0.50, which has been

reported for other CD4i mAbs.31 However, we also cannot rule out steric hindrance of a binding site by

the bound mAb that is not because of an overlapping epitope. As a result, we opted to include both

MG540.17 and 0.50 in subsequent competition experiments.
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For gp41, the GRLR mutants showed similar inhibition of wildtype mAbs as seen with the gp120 mAbs (86–

88%). The Cluster I-specific gp41 mAbs, MG540.63 and 0.86, competed with each other, as did the cluster II

mAbs (MG540.37 and �56), consistent with epitope mapping experiments (Figure 5B). The degree of

competition was not equally bidirectional, with mAbs MG540.56 and 0.86 more potently inhibiting

(<25% of mock) ADCC mediated by their respective gp41 cluster counterparts (<75% of mock),

MG540.37 and 0.63. Owing to the high degree of non-reciprocal cross-competition between the gp41-spe-

cific mAbs, we opted to include all four mAbs in plasma competition experiments to maximize our chance

of recapitulating the ADCC response.

After validating the effectiveness of the GRL R variants to inhibit epitope-specific ADCC, we tested the ability

of combinations of GRLR mAbs to inhibit either gp120-or gp41-specific plasma ADCC (Figure 6). The

maximum inhibition by a single antibody (bars with only one shaded box in the lower chart) was only 10%, sug-

gesting that none of the mAbs dominate the MG540 plasma ADCC response. Among the gp120-specific

mAbs, pre-incubationwith combination of 3–5mAbs (indicatedby shadedboxes in the lower chart) accounted

for upwards of 55% of plasma ADCC, demonstrating that these mAbs collectively make up the majority of the

gp120-specific plasma ADCC repertoire (Figure 6A). Overall, competitions involving more GRLR mAbs re-

sulted in higher ADCC inhibition, although this trend was influenced by the specific mAbs present in each

competition. In terms of epitope-specific contribution, combinations containing C11-like mAb MG540.7

tended to show the greatest ADCC inhibition. Conversely, combinations containing mAbs MG540.17 or

0.82 were somewhat lower ranking overall in terms of hierarchy for inhibition.

Compared to the gp120-specific antibodies, the gp41-targeting mAbs accounted for a greater proportion

of total MG540 gp41-specific plasma ADCC (Figure 6D). Pre-incubation with all 4 mAbs led to a 78% reduc-

tion of gp41 plasma ADCC. Single mAb competitions resulted in 14–26% ADCC inhibition, with cluster II

mAb MG540.56 having the greatest impact. Similarly, competitions containing mAb MG540.56 yielded

more ADCC inhibition overall. Taken together, the plasma competition experiments indicate that the

Figure 5. mAb GRLR variants exhibit cross-competition of ADCC activity

(A and B) Wildtype antibody ADCC of gp120- (A) or gp41-specific (B) mAbs in the presence of GRLR variants. mAb activity

was normalized to that of the mock (no GRLR) mAb competition. WT mAbs were added to target cells at the respective

EC95 concentration. Dashed lines indicate 25% and 75% of mock competition ADCC. GRLR mAbs were added at an

empirically determined concentration, as indicated in Figure S4. Data are representative of two independent

experiments. See Figures S5 and S6 for ADCC enhancement data.
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isolated mAbs largely account for MG540 plasma ADCC activity, with the gp41 mAbs resulting in near-

complete abrogation of plasma ADCC.

We also examined whether the selected MG540 GRLR variants similarly recapitulated the passively ac-

quired plasma ADCC of her infant, BG540. We tested the same combinations of GRLR MG540 mAbs for

the ability to inhibit BG540 gp120-or gp41-specific ADCC using plasma from the first week of life. The

GRLR mAbs recapitulated BG540 gp120-specific plasma ADCC to a strikingly similar extent (Figure 6B).

Single mAb competitions reduced plasma ADCC by only up to 8%. A combination of three to five mAbs

inhibited gp120 plasma ADCC by 30–51%, suggesting that the five GRLR mAbs recapitulate the BG540

plasma ADCC response to a similar degree as for MG540. As with MG540, C11-like mAb MG540.7 ap-

peared to contribute the most to plasma ADCC, followed by V3-specific mAb MG540.90. Antibodies

MG540.17 and 0.82 again did not appreciably reduce gp120-specific ADCC compared to competitions

lacking these antibodies.

Similar to MG540, the gp41-specific GRLR variants recapitulated BG540 W0 plasma ADCC to a higher de-

gree than for gp120-specific ADCC (Figure 6E). Combinations of two to four GRLR mAbs inhibited BG540

plasma ADCC by 81–85%. Single mAb competitions resulted in 31–43% ADCC inhibition, a higher propor-

tion than observed for MG540 plasma. Competitions containing mAb MG540.56 again yielded greater

ADCC inhibition, suggesting that contributes highly to passively acquired plasma ADCC activity in BG540.

In addition to recapitulating the level of ADCC activity mediated by plasma to a similar degree for MG540

and BG540, the contribution of each combination of GRLR mAbs was statistically significantly correlated

across these individuals (Spearman r = 0.96 for gp120 and 0.96 for gp41). The gp120 competitions were

slightly skewed toward having a higher impact on MG540 plasma ADCC (Figure 6C). Conversely, the

Figure 6. Results of competition ADCC experiments with GRLR mAbs and MG540 P34 or BG540 W0 plasma

(A–F) Inhibition of MG540 P34 (A-B) or BG540 W0 (D-E) plasma gp120- (A-C) or gp41-specific (D-F) RFADCC activity by

target cell pre-incubation with the indicated combinations of GRLR mAb variants. Below each bar, the shaded charts

indicate which mAbs were present in the competition. Conditions are ordered by ascending degree of average plasma

ADCC inhibition. Inhibition calculation is described in STAR Methods. Panels C and F show correlations between GRLR

mAb plasma gp120- (C) or gp41-specific (F) ADCC competitions for MG540 and BG540. Mean ADCC inhibition values

from maternal (A-B; MG540) and infant (D-E; BG540) plasma ADCC competition assays for gp120 (A,D) and gp41(B,E)

were compared for all conditions, which includes single and combined mAbs. Dashed lines indicate line of identity. Mean

and standard deviation from two replicate experiments are shown.
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gp41-specific competitions consistently had a greater impact on BG540 passively acquired plasma ADCC

activity when compared to MG540 (Figure 6F). Altogether, these data suggest a high degree of concor-

dance between the ADCC activity recapitulated by the GRLR mAbs for MG540 and BG540.

Enhancement between antibodies

There was some evidence to suggest enhancing interactions between antibodies in competition ADCC ex-

periments. For example, there was an increase of 110–124% of mock ADCC activity for mAb MG540.82

when target cells were pre-incubated with the GRLR variants of mAb MG540.17 and 0.90 (Figure 5A). To

explore this further, we tested wildtype mAbs at a lower EC50 concentration rather than saturating at

EC95 concentrations. Indeed, there was stronger evidence for enhancement between multiple MG540

mAbs. This increased activity was most evident between MG540.82 and 0.90, which resulted in >260%

ADCC relative to mock competition. The ADCC mediated by MG540.82 was also higher when cells were

pre-incubated with MG540.17 (161% of mock) and 0.50 (131% of mock), although to a lesser extent (Fig-

ure S5). To probe these results further, we also tested for ADCC enhancement by the GRLR variants against

BG505 T332N-infected CD4+T cells. Compared to MG540.82 alone (2% ADCC), co-incubation with GRLR

variants of MG540.17, 0.50, and 0.90 resulted in a > 4-fold increase in ADCC (9–19%) against BG505 T332N-

infected cells (Figure S6).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we designed a two-step screening approach to identify and reconstruct ADCC-mediating

HIV-specific mAbs from sorted memory B cells isolated from a non-transmitting mother living with HIV,

MG540. Individual MG540 was selected because she did not transmit HIV to her infant despite a high viral

load and nearly a year of breastfeeding in the absence of antiretroviral therapy, which was not available at

the time. In total, we recovered 14 unique lineages, represented by 17 mAbs, which targeted a diversity of

epitopes and together provide a thorough assessment of the ADCC-capable mAbs produced by circu-

lating memory B cells during chronic HIV in this individual. These mAbs account for a large fraction of

the late pregnancy plasma ADCC within MG540 as well as the passively acquired ADCC activity of her in-

fant, BG540, with no gp120-specific mAb contributing more than 10%. These data suggest the polyclonal

collection of MG540 mAbs were the dominant passively transferred ADCC antibodies circulating at the

time of HIV exposure in BG540.

Although numerous studies have identified neutralizing Abs by culturing sorted B cells and testing the cell

supernatants in neutralization assays, we opted to screen the supernatants via ELISA and the RFADCC

assay to identify wells with B cells expressing ADCC-capable antibodies.61,62 Of the wells with HIV-specific

ELISA activity, nearly half mediated ADCC against target cells coated with gp120 or gp41 monomer, likely

reflecting the common elicitation of ADCC-capable antibodies in HIV infection.63,64

ThemAbs reconstructed in this study recognized six non-overlapping epitopes among the gp120 and gp41

subunits of Env, including both CD4i (A32-, C11-, and 17b-like) and non-CD4i epitopes (V3, clusters I and II).

One mAb, MG540.17, could not be mapped but based on non-reciprocal competition with a CD4i epitope

targeting mAb, it may target a CD4i epitope that may partially overlap with that of A32. This finding is

consistent with earlier studies describing ADCC mAbs that recognized CD4i epitopes that do not

completely overlap with prototypic cluster A and C mAbs, thereby supporting the classification of more

nuanced CD4i epitopes.31,65 The numerous epitopes targeted by the MG540 mAbs expand on previous

attempts to characterize the ADCC repertoire of HIV-infected individuals by recovering a highly polyclonal

collection of mAbs targeting diverse epitopes. Many such studies recovered mAbs targeting only one or

two epitopes or only CD4i epitopes, which might indicate that ADCC is largely driven by antibodies target-

ing a single epitope.31,38,40,48,65 However, in several instances the ADCC-capable mAbs were identified by

happenstance using approaches to screen for nAbs, and as such may have suffered from an inability to

comprehensively detect broad lineages of nnAbs.

We selected the RFADCC assay for initial ADCC screening because activity in this assay has repeatedly

been associated with positive clinical outcomes, including improved infant survival in vertical transmission

studies.6,8,9,15,66 This assay also correlates well with other measures of ADCC and is tractable for high

throughput screening.67–69 The ADCC-capable mAbs isolated in this study potently mediated ADCC

against monomer coated cells in this assay. Many of the gp120 mAbs had an ADCC EC50 and peak activity

comparable to prototype CD4i ADCC mAbs A32 and C11. The 17b-like mAb MG540.82 appears to be an
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outlier in that its lack of potency differs from previous studies suggesting most mAbs targeting CD4i epi-

topes are particularly potent mediators of ADCC.29 Regarding gp41 specificity, the mAbs we identified

were noticeably less potent than the gp120-specific mAbs per the RFADCC assay.

Although RFADCC activity correlates with positive clinical outcomes, it maymeasuremultiple effector func-

tions and may not recapitulate the epitopes presented by HIV-infected CD4+T cells.70,71 In an assay that

measures killing of infected cells, many of the MG540 mAbs also reproducibly mediated ADCC against

nef- vpu-CH58-infected CD4+T cells. Surface antibody binding and ADCC activity was relatively diminished

against WT CH58 infected cells, which suggests that some of the mAb epitope targets are less accessible

on the surface of cells in which CD4 is downregulated, which is expected for CD4i antibodies. Nonetheless,

ADCC activity was detected for six of the MG540 mAbs against bothWT CH58- and BG505 T332N-infected

cells. These findings provide evidence that the isolated mAbs likely mediate ADCC in vivo. This subset of

six MG540 mAbs join those already described in the literature as capable of mediating ADCC against

distinct HIV variants, including tier 2 viruses, even in the absence of neutralization capacity.8,48 It is also

noteworthy that 8 of 14 MG540 antibodies used a VH1 heavy chain gene, which is consistent with a prior

study and might indicate preferential induction of B cells using heavy chains from this family.65

An important goal of this studywas to define the repertoire of antibodies that contributed to theADCCactivity

of Abs passively transferred to BG540. Competition ADCC experiments indicated that combinations of the

reconstructed mAbs recapitulated the majority of contemporaneous MG540 plasma ADCC. The same was

true for BG540 using plasma from the first week of life, and the relative contribution of each antibody was high-

ly correlated between MG540 and BG540. Although single MG540 mAbs did not contribute significantly to

overall ADCC activity, mAbs targeting CD4i epitopes appeared to make the largest impact on overall

gp120-specific plasma ADCC, in line with earlier studies.29 However, the limited contribution of single

mAbs in this individual differs significantly from previous studies suggesting that the majority of plasma

ADCC can be attributed to a single epitope, particularly those targeted by A32, C11, and 17b.65,72 By contrast,

in this study, combinations of up to five MG540mAbs targeting distinct epitopes blocked MG540 gp120-spe-

cific plasma ADCC by 55%, suggesting that the MG540 plasma ADCC repertoire is polyclonal. Given this

study, which is the first to fully interrogate theADCC repertoire in a non-transmittingmother and define a poly-

clonal response in this individual, future studies are needed to determine if this is more typical of non-trans-

mitting mothers. The GRLR variants of the mAbs isolated here may be useful for this purpose.

Although representatives of the MG540 mAbs captured the majority of the plasma ADCC activities of

MG540 and BG540, the tested mAbs did not achieve complete inhibition of plasma ADCC activity, partic-

ularly for gp120. For this there are two likely explanations: (1) It is possible that the full set of MG540 mAbs

comprising the plasma ADCC repertoire were not recovered, and/or (2) the GRLR mAbs used in plasma

competition ADCC experiments blocked epitope-specific ADCC, but at the same time also mediated

enhancement of ADCC targeting distinct regions of Env, thereby confounding the perceived degree of

ADCC inhibition. The latter possibility is supported in part by mAb competition experiments presented

here that provide evidence for enhancing effects between some combinations of MG540 mAbs, but further

work is needed to fully understand how mAbs synergize to potently mediate ADCC.

This detailed study focused on characterizing ADCC antibodies from a single individual to provide a

deeper understanding of the qualities and synergy of ADCC-capable mAbs comprising a potent plasma

ADCC response. We expanded on prior studies evaluating the contribution of mAbs targeting single epi-

topes to overall plasma ADCC by testing the ability of combinations of up to five mAbs isolated from this

individual to recapitulate plasma ADCC. Notably, we present a case where ADCC responses appear to be

highly polyclonal, which differs from prior studies indicating that plasma ADCC is driven by mAbs targeting

a single epitope, particularly CD4i epitopes.65,72 We recognize that although the motivation for this study

was a population-level association between passively acquired ADCC activity and infant outcomes, we

cannot establish a detailed causal link to this association with a single case study. This detailed dissection

of ADCC activity in a non-transmitting mother and her infant sets a direction for future studies to address

whether polyclonality is a common feature of the passive ADCC repertoire in HIV-exposed, uninfected in-

fants. If multiple antibodies are required for potent plasma ADCC, this would suggest that ADCC-directed

vaccination and treatment efforts should consider methods to elicit or harness polyclonal responses, rather

than focusing on a single epitope. Given recent studies implicating a protective role of effector functions

other than ADCC, including ADCP, future studies to determine the broad range of effector functions
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mediated by the MG540 mAbs described here may also be informative of their overall functional activ-

ity.73,74 Finally, the tools developed here, including the supernatant screening approach and the GRLR mu-

tants of the MG540 mAbs, could be used to further probe human plasma for ADCC responses directed

against a variety of epitopes.

Limitations of the study

In this study, although we found a polyclonal collection of antibodies that largely recapitulated the plasma

responses, we did not recover the entire gp120-specific ADCC activity of plasma antibodies. We also did

not rule out that there is an antibody specificity, either among those identified or missed, that correlates

with transmission at the population level. Rather, as noted above, this hypothesis-generating study of a sin-

gle individual providesmotivation for future work to examine if a polyclonal response is associated with lack

of HIV vertical transmission in additional individuals. The RFADCC assay was used to screen for antibodies

capable of ADCC because the measurements from this assay have been associated with infant clinical

outcome in multiple cohorts.8,9,15 However, the underlying mechanistic activity captured in this assay

has not been well defined. In addition, we used representative viral strains in this assay, rather than autol-

ogous virus because responses to those strains correlated with transmission risk at the population level.

Studies of autologous responses could provide additional insights, particularly if escape from ADCC anti-

body activity contributes to selection during transmission, as it does with neutralizing antibodies.75
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Pooled Inactivated Human Sera (HIVIG)

HIV

Reagent Program

Cat#ARP-3957

Pierce High Sensitivity
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Thermo Fisher Cat#21130

Anti-Human

IgG (Fc specific)�Peroxidase

antibody produced in goat
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Monoclonal anti-

Env gp41 QA255-067

Williams et al., 201948 N/A

Monoclonal

anti-Env gp41 QA255-006

Williams et al., 201948 N/A
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HIV Reagent Program Cat#ARP-531

Biological samples

Human PBMCs from individual MG540 Prospective cohort of pregnant women

living with HIV in Nairobi, Kenya, Nduati, 2000

N/A

Plasma from individuals MG540 and BG540 Prospective cohort of pregnant women living

with HIV in Nairobi, Kenya, Nduati, 2000

N/A

Human PBMCs from HIV-1 uninfected individuals Bloodworks Northwest N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins
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GibcoTM Roswell Park Memorial Institute

1640 medium (RPMI)

Thermo Fisher Cat#11875-093

Dynabeads� Protein A for Immunoprecipitation Thermo Fisher Cat#10002D

Dynabeads� Protein G for Immunoprecipitation Thermo Fisher Cat#10004D

Critical commercial assays

Vybrant CFDA SE Cell Tracker Kit Invitrogen Cat#V12883

PKH26 Red Fluorescent Cell Linker Kit Sigma Aldrich Cat# MINI26-1KT

CellVue Claret Far Red Fluorescent Cell Linker Kit Sigma Aldrich MINCLARET-1KT

Deposited data

PhIP-Seq data for MG540 antibodies;

individuals MG540 and BG540

This paper PRJNA870920

Experimental models: Cell lines

Human: FreeStyle 293F Invitrogen Cat#R790-07; RRID:CVCL_D603
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Julie Overbaugh (joverbau@fredhutch.org).

Materials availability

The heavy and light chain sequences of the MG540 antibodies are available on GenBank (see key resources

table). The Env peptide phage display library used for epitope mapping studies is available upon request.

Additional materials or reagents generated in this study are available from the lead contact upon request,

although a materials transfer agreement may be required.

Data and code availability

d The PhIP-Seq sequencing dataset generated during this study is publicly available in the Short Read

Archive, with the BioProject ID listed in the key resources table. MG540 antibody sequence accession

numbers are listed in the key resources table. Pre-processed enrichment data for PhIP-Seq experiments

will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Human: CEM.NKR NIH HIV Reagent Program Cat#ARP-458; RRID:CVCL_X622

3T3-msCD40L Cells NIH HIV Reagent Program Cat#ARP-12535; RRID:CVCL_1H10

TZM-bl cells NIH HIV Reagent Program Cat#ARP-8129; RRID:CVCL_B478

293T cells ATCC Cat#CRL-3216; RRID:CVCL_0063

Oligonucleotides

Primers for antibody gene amplification

and sequencing

Vigdorovich, 2016 and

Simonich, 2019

N/A

Primers for PhIP-Seq Illumina sequencing

library preparation

Stoddard, 2021 N/A

Recombinant DNA

Human Igg1 expression vector Tiller, 2008 Addgene: 80795

Human Igk expression vector Tiller, 2008 Addgene: 80796

Human Igl expression vector Tiller, 2008 Addgene: 99575

Software and algorithms

Partis Ralph, 2016 https://github.com/psathyrella/partis

phippery N/A https://github.com/matsengrp/phippery

FlowJo v10 TreeStar RRID:SCR_008520

Excel Microsoft RRID:SCR_016137

Prism 9 GraphPad RRID:SCR_002798

NumPy NumPy RRID:SCR_008633

Seaborn Michael Waskom RRID:SCR_018132

pandas pandas RRID:SCR_018214

MatPlotLib MatPlotLib RRID:SCR_008624

Geneious Prime v.2022.1.1 Dotmatics RRID:SCR_010519

Other

BD LSRFortessa X-50 Flow Cytometer BD Biosciences N/A

1-Step Ultra TMB-ELISA Substrate Solution Thermo Fisher Cat#34029

Gal-Screen� b-Galactosidase Reporter

Gene Assay System for Mammalian Cells

Thermo Fisher Cat#T1028
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d This paper does not report original code. The python API ‘‘phippery’’ was used to process the demulti-

plexed sequencing data, align reads to the reference oligonucleotide sequences, and calculate enrich-

ment. ‘‘phippery’’ is available at (https://github.com/matsengrp/phippery). Clonal family inference was

performed with the partis software package (available at https://github.com/psathyrella/partis/) paired

clustering method, treating wells as droplets.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Human plasma and PBMC samples

Plasma and peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) samples were collected from mother MG540, an

individual living with HIV who enrolled in the Nairobi Breastfeeding Trial (NBT), or her infant, BG540.44

At the time of PBMC and plasma sampling, individual MG540 was a 32-year-old pregnant, adult, and mar-

ried cisgender female living with HIV at pregnancy week 34. At the time of plasma sampling (delivery),

BG540 was a newborn male of Kenyan ancestry. Additional socioeconomic data was not collected as

part of the original study. As the NBT was carried out before the availability of antiretroviral therapy

(ART), NBT participants did not receive ART. The infecting virus of MG540 was clade A based on available

envelope sequences.76 Approval to conduct this study was provided by Kenyatta National Hospital - Uni-

versity of Nairobi Ethics and Research Committee, the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center Institu-

tional Review Board, and/or the University of Washington Institutional Review Board. Study participants

provided written informed consent prior to enrollment for use of their data and samples for future studies.

Cell lines

For RFADCC: CEM.NKR cells (RRID:CVCL_X622; originally derived from female human T-lymphoblastoid

cells) were obtained from NIH HIV Reagent Program (HRP; Germantown, MD, catalog #ARP-458) and

grown at 37�C in RPMI 1640 media with added penicillin (100 U/mL), streptomycin (100 mg/mL), amphoter-

icin B (250 ng/mL), L-glutamine (2mM), and fetal bovine serum (10%; all from Thermo Fisher Scientific).

For antibody production: FreeStyle 293F cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, catalog #R790-07;

RRID:CVCL_D603; originally derived from female fetal cells) were obtained from Invitrogen and grown at

37�C in Freestyle 293 Expression Media (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions.

For pseudovirus production: 293T cells (RRID:CVCL_0063; transformed cell line originally derived from fe-

male human embryonic kidney cells) were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA, catalog #CRL-3216) and

grown at 37�C in DMEM media with added penicillin (100 U/mL), streptomycin 100 mg/mL, Amphotericin

B (250 ng/mL), and 10% fetal bovine serum (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific).

For neutralization assays: TZM-bl cells were obtained from the NIH HRP(catalog #ARP-8129;

RRID:CVCL_B478; originally derived from female cancerous human cervical tissue) and grown at 37�C in

DMEM media with added penicillin (100 U/mL), streptomycin 100 mg/mL, Amphotericin B (250 ng/mL),

and 10% fetal bovine serum (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific).

3T3-msCD40L were obtained from the NIH HRP (catalog # ARP-12535; RRID:CVCL_1H10; originally derived

from spontaneous immortalized male Mus musculus cells). All cell lines were not further authenticated in

our hands.

METHOD DETAILS

B cell sorting

An MG540 PBMC sample from pregnancy week 34 (P34) was thawed as previously described after storage

in liquid nitrogen.77 Cells were stained on ice for 30mins using a cocktail of anti-CD19-BV510, anti-IgD-

FITC, anti-IgM-FITC, anti-CD3-BV711, anti-CD14-BV711, and anti-CD16-BV711. Cells were then washed

once and resuspended in fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) wash (1x PBS, 2% FBS) prior to loading

onto a BD FACS Aria II cell sorter. Memory B cells were identified and sorted as CD3�CD14�CD16�CD19+

IgD� IgM�. B cells were sorted into B cell medium (Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium [GIBCO,
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subsidiary of Thermo Fisher Scientific], 10% heat-inactivated low-IgG FBS [Life Technologies, subsidiary of

Thermo Fisher Scientific], 5 ml GlutaMAX [Life Technologies], 1 ml MycoZap plus PR [Lonza, Basel,

Switzerland]). Immediately following sorting, memory B cells were plated at 8 B cells in 55 mL per well

into 11 x 384-well plates in B cell medium supplemented with 100 U mL�1 interleukin-2 (IL-2; Roche, Basel

Switzerland), 50 ng mL�1 IL-21 (Invitrogen), and 1 x 105 cells mL�1 irradiated 3T3-CD40L feeder cells (ARP

Cat #12535; RRID:CVCL_1H10) using a Tecan automated liquid handling system. Cultured B cells were

incubated for 11 days at 37�C in a 5% CO2 incubator based on the protocol by Huang et al.61 At day

10 of incubation, IgG was detected by ELISA in 53% of a random sample of wells at >10ng mL�1 and

51% > 100ng mL�1.

B cell culture harvest and supernatant ELISA

On day 11, B cells culture supernatants were aspirated and divided among two additional 384-well plates

(20 mL per duplicate) by a Tecan automated liquid handling system. The B cells remained in their

original plates, were resuspended in 20 mL RNA storage buffer (15 mM Tris pH 8 and 10 U murine RNAse

inhibitor, New England Biolabs [NEB], Ipswich, MA), and were frozen at -80�C until needed. An ELISA

to detect HIV specificity in cell supernatants was adapted from a previously described protocol, as

follows.40 Maxisorp 384-well plates (Nunc, subsidiary of Thermo Fisher Scientific) were coated with

1mg mL�1 BG505.W6M.ENV.B1 (BG505) gp120 (Cambridge Bio, Brookline, MA, Genbank #ABA61515.1),

0.5mg mL�1 C.ZA.1197MB gp41 ectodomain (Immune Tech, New York, NY, Genbank #AYA63234.1), and

1mg mL�1 BG505.SOSIP.664 T332N (from BG505.W6.C2 Env, Genbank #DQ208458.1; kindly provided by

Kelly Lee) in 1x PBS overnight at 4�C. Plates were washed four times between steps with PBS-0.05% Tween

20 (Thermo Fisher Scientific; PBST) wash buffer. All samples/reagents used in subsequent steps were

diluted in B cell media (as above). Plates were blocked with B cell media for 1 hour at 37�C. B cell super-

natants were then applied and incubated at 37�C for two hours. Next, Goat anti-human IgG-HRP

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was applied at 1:2500 dilution for 1 hour at 37�C. After a final wash,

1-Step TMB-Ultra (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to the wells. The reaction was stopped after

15 min using 1M H2SO4 (Sigma-Aldrich). Absorbance was measured at 450nm optical density. Positive

ELISA activity was defined was an absorbance greater than twice the background activity of wells incubated

with B cell media alone.

Rapid and fluorometric ADCC assay

The rapid and fluorometric ADCC (RFADCC) assay was carried out as described previously.48,78 Briefly,

CEM.NKR cells were stained with PKH26 cell linker dye (Sigma-Aldrich) and CFSE cytosolic dye (Vybrant

CFDA-SE Cell Tracer Kit, Invitrogen). Double-stained cells were then coated with gp120 or gp41 at a ratio

of 1.5mg antigen per 100,000 cells for 1 hour at room temperature. Coated cells were washed and a total of

5,000 target cells were added to wells containing 100mL of plasma diluted at 1:5000 in RPMI media or con-

trol mAbs at 100 – 500 ngmL�1. After 15min, PBMCs fromHIV negative donors were added at a ratio of 50:1

effector to target cells. RFADCC activity was allowed to occur for four hours at 37�C before cells were

washed and fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX). Data were ac-

quired via flow cytometry (BD Symphony or Fortessa X50; BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ). PKH and

CFSE were detected in the PE and FITC channels, respectively. Data were analyzed using FlowJo (v.10.1,

Treestar). ADCC was defined as the percentage of PKH+, CFSE- cells out of total PKH+ cells after subtract-

ing detected ‘‘background’’ activity mediated against uncoated target cells, which was standardized to be

3-5% during analysis in FlowJo software. ADCC activity was normalized to that mediated by Anti-HIV Im-

mune Globulin (HIVIG, NIH ARP, Catalog #3957). For serial dilution experiments, gp120-specific and

gp41-specific mAbs were tested at 0.05 – 750 ng mL�1and 0.15 – 2500 ng mL�1, respectively. The concen-

tration at which 50% of maximal ADCC activity was detected (the 50% effective concentration; EC50) was

determined for each mAb by fitting a sigmoidal dose-response curve to the data and interpolating.

Multiplex supernatant RFADCC assay

The RFADCC assay described above was adapted for use with B cell culture supernatants and multiple an-

tigens. To simultaneously detect ADCC mediated against gp120 and gp41 coated cells, CEM.NKR cells

were first labelled with CFSE to reduce batch effects. CFSE-labelled cells were then labelled with PKH26

or CellVue Claret cell linker dye (Sigma-Aldrich), which has similar properties to PKH26 and is spectrally

compatible with both PKH26 and CFSE.79,80 PKH-26- and CFSE-labelled cells were coated with ZA1197

gp41, whereas CellVue Claret- and CFSE-labelled cells were coated with BG505 gp120. The remaining pro-

tocol steps of the protocol were followed as described above. CellVue Claret was detected in the APC
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channel. Gp41-specific ADCCwas defined as the percentage of PKH+ CFSE- CellVue Claret- cells after sub-

tracting background activity. Gp120-specific ADCC was defined as the percentage of CellVue Claret+

CFSE- PKH- cells after subtracting background activity. Positive ADCC was defined as activity greater

than twice the background.

Reconstruction of antibodies

Wells demonstrating HIV-specific ELISA activity and gp120-or gp41-specific RFADCC activity were

selected for antibody gene amplification and cloning. Plates containing frozen B cells for wells of interest

were thawed on ice. Reverse transcription-PCR amplification of IgG heavy and light chain variable regions

was performed as previously described, followed by nested chain-specific amplification PCRs.61 Two

distinct primer sets were used to minimize PCR bias and maximize recovery of HIV-specific antibodies.81,82

Functional sequences were identified from second round amplified sequences using IMGT V-QUEST.83

Where sufficient sequencing for the 5’ constant region was available, we determined IgG subclass; all heavy

chain sequences (8 of 17) were identified as IgG1 subclass. Amplified variable region sequences were

cloned into corresponding IgG1, IgK, or IgL expression vectors.61,84 The Freestyle MAX system (Thermo

Fisher Scientific) was used to co-transfect paired heavy and light chain expression plasmids for sequences

isolated from the same well, and IgG was purified as described.40 Where multiple possible heavy and light

chains pairs were present, all possible combinations were generated. To produce G236R/L328R (GRLR)

FcgR null binding variants of select mAbs, heavy chain variable regions were cloned into an IgG1 expres-

sion vector containing the G236R/L328R substitutions.

Sequence analysis and clonal inference

Second round nested PCR sequences for heavy and light chains were grouped into clonal families (stem-

ming from a single rearrangement event) and annotated with the B cell immunoglobulin analysis program,

partis, using the paired clustering option (https://github.com/psathyrella/partis and https://arxiv.org/abs/

2203.11367). This uses a Hidden Markov Model, together with a variety of more heuristic, but faster, steps,

to first group together sequences from among each single (heavy or light) chain. It then incorporates pair-

ing information by splitting apart such single-chain clusters whose partner clusters are incompatible.

Pseudovirus production and neutralization assays

TZM-bl-based neutralization assays and production of pseudoviruses carrying the Q23Denv backbone

were performed as previously described.85 Pseudoviruses were generated by co-transfecting plasmids

containing env chimeras with an env-deficient sub-type A proviral plasmid (Q23DEnv) at a 1:2 mass ratio

into 3 x 106 293T cells plated in a T-75 flask 24 hours before transfection. Four micrograms of total DNA

was mixed with 12mL of Fugene6 transfection reagent (Roche). Forty-eight hours post-transfection, the su-

pernatant was collected, sterile filtered, and then used to infected TZM-bl cells in the presence of DEAE-

dextran (10mg mL�1). Neutralization assays were carried out by adding 500 infectious pseudovirus particles

in a volume of 25 mL to an equal volume of serially diluted plasma or antibody sample at 37�C for 60 mins.

TZM-bl cells (1 x 104) in 100 mL DMEM were then added to wells. Forty-eight hours post-infection, lumines-

cence levels were measured using the Gal-Screen system (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Percent neutralization

was calculated as the reduction in luminescence of each pseudovirus incubated in the presence of plasma

or antibody compared to cells and virus alone. For MG540 plasma, the NT50 represents the reciprocal dilu-

tion of plasma that results in 50% reduction of virus infectivity. For mAbs, the IC50 represents the final con-

centration in mg mL�1which led to 50% neutralization of the indicated virus. Reported NT50 and IC50 values

are the average of two experiments each performed in technical duplicate.

Phage display immunoprecipitation sequencing

To determine the targets of mAbs with linear epitopes, we used phage display immunoprecipitation

sequencing (PhIP-Seq), as previously described.48,86,87 An oligonucleotide pool was generated for the

env ectodomain and transmembrane domain (HXB2 AA 30-704) from six HIV-1 strains on GenBank:

9032.08_A1 (EU576114; B41), BF520.W14M.C2 (KX168094; BF520), BG505.W6.C2 (DQ208458; BG505),

BL035.W6M.C1 (DQ208480; BL035), QA013.70I.H1 (FJ866134; QA013), and ZA1197.MB (AY463234;

ZA1197). The BF520, BG505, and BL035 strains were isolated early in infection from infants enrolled in

the NBT cohort. Oligonucleotides encoded 38 amino acid tiles, with 36 amino acid overlaps between adja-

cent tiles. Amplified phage at 2 x 105-fold representation were incubated with each samplemAb (10ng total

at 1mg mL-1) in technical duplicate. After overnight incubation, phage were immunoprecipitated using
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protein A- and-G-coated beads (Pierce, a subsidiary of Thermo Fisher Scientific). Samples were then pre-

pared for multiplexed sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq or HiSeq 2500 with 125bp single end reads using

the rapid run setting, as described.88 Demultiplexing, read alignment, and enrichment calculations were

performed as described.88 Demultiplexing was performed using the Illumina MiSeq reporter software. In-

dex creation and alignment were performed with Bowtie 1.3, with up to 2 mismatches allowed after trim-

ming 11 bases from the 3’ end of each 125bp read to match the 114bp oligonucleotides encoding the pep-

tides in the library. We used Samtools to produce counts for each peptide counts using the idxstats

module. Enrichment was calculated as the fold change in frequency of a given peptide within each sample

compared to the library only control. See ‘data and code availability’ for more information.

Gp120, gp41, and SOSIP ELISAs

ELISAs using plates coated with BG505 gp120, ZA1197 gp41, BG505 T332N SOSIP, and CNE8 SOSIP were

performed similarly to the supernatant ELISAs described above. 384-well MaxiSorp plates (Nunc) were

coated with single gp120 or SOSIP antigens at 1mg mL�1 or gp41 protein at 0.5mg mL�1. All subsequent

steps were performed using 10% non-fat milk (RPI, Mt. Prospect, IL) in PBST. mAbs were tested in serial di-

lutions at 31.25 – 1000ng mL�1.

Competition ELISA

To determine the epitope of mAbs that did not map to a linear epitope via PhIP-Seq, we used antibodies

with known epitopes in a competition binding assay, as previously described.40,89 Briefly, 384-well

MaxiSorp plates were coated with either BG505 gp120 or ZA1197 gp41, as detailed above. Plates were

then blocked with 3% BSA in PBST. Serial dilutions of antibodies of interested were added at 9.76 ng

mL�1 to 10mg mL�1 and incubated at 37�C for 15 mins. Biotinylated (BT) antibodies were then added

without washing and samples were incubated at 37�C for 45 mins. Next, plates were incubated with Pierce

High Sensitivity Streptavidin-HRP (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 1:10000 dilution for 1 hour at 37�C. After a
final wash, 1-Step TMB-Ultra (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to the wells. The reaction was stopped

1-10 minutes later using 1M H2SO4 (Sigma-Aldrich). Absorbance was measured at 450nm optical density.

Percent inhibition was calculated as: 100 * [(AUC in presence of mAb of interest)/(scaled average absor-

bance of no mAb control and flu-specific mAb FI6v3)]. Antibodies were biotinylated using the EZ-Link

Sulfo-NHS Biotinylation Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Empir-

ically determined optimal concentrations of the biotinylated mAbs were: 100ng mL�1 (MG540.90, 167-7,

QA255.067), 250ng mL�1 (MG540.37, QA255.006), 500ng mL�1 (VRC01), and 750ng mL�1 (A32, C11, 17b).

Flow cytometry-based analysis of cell surface staining and ADCC

Cell surface mAb binding and ADCC responses mediated by mAbs (5mgmL�1) were measured at 48h post-

infection as previously described.90,91 Cells infected with HIV-1 primary isolates (CH58 WT, CH58 nef- vpu-,

or BG505 T332N) were stained intracellularly for HIV-1 p24, using the Cytofix/Cytoperm fixation/permea-

bilization kit (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ) and a fluorescent anti-p24 mAb (phycoerythrin [PE]-con-

jugated anti-p24, clone KC57; Beckman Coulter/Immunotech) at a 1:100 dilution. BG505 T332N infected

cells were also stained with anti-CD4-FITC mAb (FITC anti-human CD4 Antibody, Biolegend, San Diego,

CA) at a 1:100 dilution, and p24+CD4-low cells were chosen for the analysis. Infected cells were identified

by gating the living cell population on the basis of the viability dye staining. The percentage of cytotoxicity

was calculated using the following formula:[(% of p24+ cells in targets plus effectors) – (%p24+ cells in tar-

gets plus effectors plus Abs)]/(% of p24+ cells in targets). The target cells and effector cells without antibody

were used to establish the ADCC threshold. For cell surface antibody staining, primary CD4+T cells were

incubated with antibody samples at 5mg mL�1 for 30mins at 37�C. Cells were then washed with PBS and

stained with goat anti-human (AlexaFluor 647; Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) secondary anti-

body for 20 min in PBS. A32, 17b, and 3BNC117 were used as positive controls. Background levels of bind-

ing were measured on mock infected cells. A GRLR variant of 3BNC117 was used as a negative control for

the ADCC assay.

Competition ADCC assay

The competition ADCC assay was performed using a modified version of the RFADCC assay, as previously

described.92 Target cells were coated with either BG505 gp120 or ZA1197 gp41, as detailed above. Coated

target cells were added to wells containing 50 mL total of a GRLR variant of a competitor antibody or an

equivalent volume of media.60 The solution was mixed by pipetting up and down repeatedly and the cells
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were incubated for 15mins at RT in the dark, allowing for competitor antibodies to bind. Next, 50 mL of

plasma at a previously optimized dilution (1:5000 for gp120 and 1:2000 for gp41) or an indicated mAb at

the indicated effective concentration (EC) was added to the wells. Wells were mixed again and incubated

for 15mins at RT in the dark before adding effector cells. The concentration of GRLRmAb added was empir-

ically determined via serial dilution by testing for complete abrogation of wildtype antibody ADCC when

run at the EC95 concentration. GRLR variants were added at the following concentrations: 12.5mg mL�1

(MG540.7,�17,�50,�63,�82, and�90), 25mgmL-1 (MG540.37, -56, and -86). For wells containing multiple

GRLR variants, each GRLRmAbwas added at a higher working concentration so that the final concentration

in 50mL remained the same optimal final concentration above. Percent ADCC inhibition was calculated as:

100 * [(plasma ADCC in the presence of the indicated GRLR mAbs)/(plasma ADCC in the absence of

GRLR mAbs)]

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Raw data was processed in Microsoft Excel or GraphPad Prism v9. Graphs were generated using GraphPad

Prism. PhiP-Seq heatmaps were generated with the NumPy, pandas, Matplotlib, and seaborn Python pack-

ages. Except where noted, all data represent the mean of two biological replicates, with two technical rep-

licates in each experiment. Data were normalized and/or averaged across replicates using Microsoft Excel

or GraphPad Prism. Enrichment was calculated as previously described for PhIP-Seq data.56 Additional de-

tails can be found in the figure legends.
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